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Bare Colloid Electrophoresis

• Mobility decrease with increasing salt

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electrophoresis

ported by the observation that the electrostatic potential in
the regions centered between the colloids varies only
weakly, such that a description in terms of a linearized
PB equation is possible. In these regions, however, the
local counterion concentration contributes to the screening
parameter, too. Figure 1(b) shows that this strategy to
include the effect of salt is indeed successful.

A qualitatively different behavior of !red is illustrated in
Fig. 2, which shows the same simulation data as those of
Fig. 1, augmented by an additional data set obtained at Z !
60. Upon stronger dilution !red for the system with Z ! 60
increases sharply as ! ! 0 due to evaporation of the
condensed ion layer, i.e., increase of Zeff . In this regime,
we find empirically !red / !"1. Ultimately, at ! ! 0 one
would reach the ‘‘bare’’ limiting value !red ! lBZ=RC !
26. At the higher volume fractions ! # 0:01 charge re-
normalization yields Zeff < 30, giving rise to a reduced

effective charge ~Zeff < 10. In this high-concentration re-
gime, Zeff is fairly constant [23], and approaching that of
the Z ! 20, Z ! 30 systems. Hence, the !red values are
very similar (see also [3]), and again the mobility decreases
logarithmically with ! (as do the experimental data).

Although the behavior of !red is in general more com-
plex, our parametrization still remains valid. In Fig. 3 we
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FIG. 2 (color online). Electrophoretic mobility of a spherical
particle of the indicated charge and size as a function of the
particle volume fraction in a salt-free system. The effective
reduced charge ~Zeff is equal for the three systems at ! # 0:01,
while it is growing in the system with Z ! 60 upon stronger
dilution. The inset shows the mobility of the particle of Z ! 60
as a function of VC=Vbox, where VC is the volume of one
colloidal particle, and Vbox is the system volume at constant !.
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FIG. 3 (color online). Variation of the electrophoretic mobility
of particles of charge Z ! 60 in external field Ee ! 0:1 versus
the reduced screening parameter. The screening parameter was
calculated from the concentration of the free ions at different
colloid volume fractions and/or concentrations of added 1:1 salt.
The curve is a guide to the eye.
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FIG. 1 (color online). Reduced electrophoretic mobility of a
spherical particle versus (a) particle volume fraction and
(b) reduced screening parameter, calculated from counterion
and salt contributions (see text) for various systems with match-
ing ~Z. The solid curves represent a fit to the experimental data.
Note that the radius here reflects the closest colloid-ion separa-
tion R ! "ci.
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Fig. 1. Electrophoretic mobility as a function of the concentration of Mg(NO3)2
for latex particles of !0 = !0.115 C/m2. Solid squares represent experimental
data (reported in Ref. [12]). The solid line corresponds to the HNC/MSA pre-
dictions whereas open symbols stand for MC simulations results. A value of
d = 0.84 nm was chosen in all the calculations.

out by means of the Helmholtz–Smoluchowski (HS) equa-
tion

µe = "0"r#

$
(10)

where $ is the viscosity. This expression is strictly valid in the
limit of large electrokinetic radii (%R, where % is the Debye
screening parameter and R the colloidal particle radius). Any-
how, the validity of the HS approximation would be in our
case reinforced by the fact that we are exploring colloids near
the reversal point, i.e., the magnitude of the #-potential is
always small. Under such conditions, the electrophoretic mobil-
ity is expected to remain linear in #, since polarization effects
(responsible for the nonlinear behavior of µe) are also small.
In fact, the HS equation has been already applied success-
fully in studies on the reversal of the electrophoretic mobility
[10–14,30].

In Fig. 1, the simulation results corresponding to 2:1 elec-
trolytes (valences of counter and coion, respectively) are
compared to the experimental mobilities of sulfonated latex par-
ticles of !0 = !0.115 C/m2 and R = 98 nm, in the presence of
Mg(NO3)2. Measurements were performed at pH 5.4 in order
to avoid cation hydrolysis as much as possible. The commercial
set up used in this work was, especially designed for measuring
mobilities at high salt concentrations at which, the mobilities
are especially low. Under such conditions, colloids tend to be
unstable. The effects of aggregation on mobility measurements
can be minimized decreasing the particle concentration and the
measure time as much as possible. Details on the experimen-
tal system and procedures are published elsewhere [12]. An ion
diameter of 0.84 nm was used for the theoretical and the simula-
tion calculations. This value (but not 0.425 nm) corresponds to
the typical size of a hydrated divalent ion [31].

Although the absolute values of µe obtained from the simula-
tions are slightly larger than the experimental and the theoretical
data for salt concentrations within the range of 0.05–0.2 M, a
reasonable agreement is reached. Furthermore, in the area of
greater interest, that is to say, high 2:1 electrolyte concentration,

a mobility reversal is predicted by the HNC/MSA. Neither the
experiments nor the simulations corroborate this reversal. In the
past, such failure of the integral equation theory was attributed
to an inaccurate description of the EDL given by the primitive
model [12]. However, the simulations were performed by using
this model of EDL. Hence, the results shown in Fig. 1 prove that
the source of the discrepancies theory–experiment (and simu-
lations) must have another origin, presumably a breakdown of
the integral equation theory. An explanation for such disagree-
ments could be given in terms of layering effects, which are not
accounted for by integral equation theories in the case of divalent
counterions. Indeed, ion distribution functions predicted by the
HNC/MSA and the simulations for planar EDL under several
conditions have been analyzed in a previous paper [21]. In par-
ticular, the MC simulations performed therein provide evidence
of a second layer of counterions in the neighborhood of the wall
for a highly charged planar wall in the presence of elevated 2:1
salt concentration. The formation of this layer is not consid-
ered in the HNC/MSA, which overestimates the accumulation
of counterions in the immediate vicinity of the charged wall and,
therefore, predicts a mobility reversal under such conditions.

With regard to the two types of simulation (via EPM or LSM),
they practically exhibit the same results except for the case of
0.5 M, in which different mobilities are provided. In this case the
number of ions is so elevated that the simulations are technically
very hard to perform. Anyhow, the averaged mobility did not
reverse its sign in neither of the cases.

In Fig. 2, the electrophoretic mobility is plotted as a function
of the salt concentration for the latex particles mentioned above
in the presence of La(NO3)3 at pH 5.4. As the hydrated ion diam-
eter for La3+ was not found, the ionic size of Al3+ (d = 0.96 nm)
[31] was used in the simulation and the HNC/MSA calculations.
Apart from that, it should be mentioned that the results for 0.2 M
were obtained averaging different runs and once again, some
computational difficulties could come out. In particular, for such
high salt concentrations, the fluctuations in the ionic profiles at
the middle of the cell affect considerably the computation of &d

Fig. 2. Electrophoretic mobility as a function of the concentration of La(NO3)3
for latex particles of !0 = !0.115 C/m2. Solid squares represent experimental
data (reported in Ref. [12]). The solid line corresponds to the HNC/MSA pre-
dictions whereas open symbols stand for MC simulations results. A value of
d = 0.96 nm was chosen in all the calculations.

A. Martín-Molina et al. / Colloids and Surfaces A: Physicochem. Eng. Aspects 319 
(2008) 103–108

ported by the observation that the electrostatic potential in
the regions centered between the colloids varies only
weakly, such that a description in terms of a linearized
PB equation is possible. In these regions, however, the
local counterion concentration contributes to the screening
parameter, too. Figure 1(b) shows that this strategy to
include the effect of salt is indeed successful.

A qualitatively different behavior of !red is illustrated in
Fig. 2, which shows the same simulation data as those of
Fig. 1, augmented by an additional data set obtained at Z !
60. Upon stronger dilution !red for the system with Z ! 60
increases sharply as ! ! 0 due to evaporation of the
condensed ion layer, i.e., increase of Zeff . In this regime,
we find empirically !red / !"1. Ultimately, at ! ! 0 one
would reach the ‘‘bare’’ limiting value !red ! lBZ=RC !
26. At the higher volume fractions ! # 0:01 charge re-
normalization yields Zeff < 30, giving rise to a reduced

effective charge ~Zeff < 10. In this high-concentration re-
gime, Zeff is fairly constant [23], and approaching that of
the Z ! 20, Z ! 30 systems. Hence, the !red values are
very similar (see also [3]), and again the mobility decreases
logarithmically with ! (as do the experimental data).

Although the behavior of !red is in general more com-
plex, our parametrization still remains valid. In Fig. 3 we
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FIG. 2 (color online). Electrophoretic mobility of a spherical
particle of the indicated charge and size as a function of the
particle volume fraction in a salt-free system. The effective
reduced charge ~Zeff is equal for the three systems at ! # 0:01,
while it is growing in the system with Z ! 60 upon stronger
dilution. The inset shows the mobility of the particle of Z ! 60
as a function of VC=Vbox, where VC is the volume of one
colloidal particle, and Vbox is the system volume at constant !.
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FIG. 3 (color online). Variation of the electrophoretic mobility
of particles of charge Z ! 60 in external field Ee ! 0:1 versus
the reduced screening parameter. The screening parameter was
calculated from the concentration of the free ions at different
colloid volume fractions and/or concentrations of added 1:1 salt.
The curve is a guide to the eye.
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FIG. 1 (color online). Reduced electrophoretic mobility of a
spherical particle versus (a) particle volume fraction and
(b) reduced screening parameter, calculated from counterion
and salt contributions (see text) for various systems with match-
ing ~Z. The solid curves represent a fit to the experimental data.
Note that the radius here reflects the closest colloid-ion separa-
tion R ! "ci.
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• Mobility reversal at high ionic strengths
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Hairy Colloid Electrophoresis

• Canonical ensemble (NVT)
• L: Simulation box size (L=48σlj)
• Raspberry-like colloid
• R: colloid radius (R=3σlj)
• Q: colloid charge
• N: number of grafted polymers (N=20)
• M: degree of polymerization of each chain (M=20)
• λ: linear charge density of each chain
• cs: monovalent salt concentration
• λD: Debye length
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Hairy Colloid Electrophoresis

Why does the neutral composite move?!
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Governing Physics

(�∇ · �u = 0)

Solvent’s density, velocity and viscosityρs, �u, η :

P : Pressure

l : Brinkman length

�V : Particle’s velocity

�∇ψ : Electric field due to ions of charge     and concentration      zj nj

ρs
∂�u

∂t
= η∇2�u− �∇P −

N�

j=1

njzje�∇ψ

The Navier-Stokes equation:
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The Darcy-Brinkman equation:
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Governing Physics

The Darcy-Brinkman equation:

(�∇ · �u = 0)

Solvent’s density, velocity and viscosityρs, �u, η :

P : Pressure

l : Brinkman length

�V : Particle’s velocity

�∇ψ : Electric field due to ions of charge     and concentration      zj nj

ρs
∂�u

∂t
= η∇2�u− �∇P +

η

l2
(�V − �u)

� �� �
drag force of the layer

−
N�

j=1

njzje�∇ψ

l2 : permeability of the grafted polymer layer

: related to the monomer distribution ~  
�
4πr2/Ml(r,M)
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Toy Model

Steady state:
∂�u

∂t
= �0

No pressure gradient:�∇P = �0
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Toy Model
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Toy Model
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FIG. 3. Fluid flows u as a function of the distance to the center of the colloid x obtained from

solving Eq. 2 in 1D with a single point charge placed at different positions x = m. The equation

is solved in the stationary state, i.e., ∂�u/∂t = 0, with the origin of the coordinate system on the

center of the colloid, i.e., V = 0. Other parameters are as in Figs. 1 and 2.

III. SIMULATION METHOD

We performed coarse-grained MD simulations in the canonical (isothermal-isochoric)

ensemble (NVT) using the Extensible Simulation Package for Research on Soft matter

(ESPResSo) [27, 28]. We use the raspberry model [29–31] to simulate the It consists

of a central particle and 113 neutral particles wrapped around it such that the whole object

resembles a raspberry. By using the raspberry model we are able to take into account the

hydrodynamic interactions as explained in details later in this section. The surface beads

are also used as grafting points for the polymers. All particles in the simulation interact

via a purely repulsive, shifted and trucated Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential, also called the

Weeks-Chandler-Andersen (WCA) potential [32],

VLJ(r) =





4 ε

��
σ
r

�12 −
�
σ
r

�6
+ 1

4

�
, roff + r < 21/6σ,

0, roff + r ≥ 21/6σ,
(7)

where σ and ε are the fundamental MD length and energy scale, respectively. roff +

σ correspond to the sum of the radii of the interacting particles, roff = 0 except for

the central particle where roff = 3.0. The reduced unit system is defined by ε = kBT

(kBT = 4.11 pN.nm = 0.0256 eV at room temperature where kB is the Boltzmann

8
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Toy Model

The grafted polymers screen the EOF generated by the colloid!
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Why does the neutral composite move?!
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Scaling Theory of Harden et al.

µeff = µs − (µs − µp)(γR
2
G)

For thin Debye layer in the mushroom regime

a grafted wall and consequent ly the elect rophoret ic
mobility of a par t icle on which polymers have been grafted
(provided the par t icle is la rge compared to the th ickness
of the coa t ing). Moreover , th is would facilit a te polymer
coverage est imates from elect rokinet ic da ta . We will
consider separa tely the limit s of low and high graft ing
density (Figure 1).
In sect ion 2, we reca ll classica l elements of elect ro-

hydrodynamics and use recent progress in the under -
standing of the behavior of charged polymers in elect r ic
fields to propose a ra ther simple model for the complex
problem at hand. In par t icu la r , our model reduces the
genera l problem of elect ro-osmot ic flow past a charged
sur face with grafted polyelect rolyte cha ins to the case of
neutra l chains grafted to a surface with an effect ive charge
density. Sect ion 3 descr ibes our ana lysis of polymers
gra fted to a fla t sur face a t low densit ies in which the
polymers may be treated on an individual (noninteract ing)
basis. In par t icu la r , we der ive the weak, in termedia te,
and st rong deformat ion regimes for the isola ted grafted
cha ins. We show tha t cha ins grafted a t low density give
r ise to screening of the elect ro-osmot ic flow genera ted by
the sur face. The magnitude of th is screening exhibit s
nonmonotonic dependence on the applied elect r ic field E ,
increasing rapidly with E near the onset of cha in
deformat ion , reaching a maximum value, and fina lly
decreasing to a pla teau va lue cor responding to fu lly
elonga ted grafted cha ins. In sect ion 4, we genera lize our
ana lysis to h igh graft ing densit ies (the brush regime),
where the layer is found to be much less complian t . For
weak elect r ic fields, the surface-genera ted elect ro-osmot ic
flow is exponent ia lly screened by the polymer brush . For
sufficien t ly st rong elect r ic fields, however , the cha ins
become deformed near the graft ing surface. In good solvent
condit ions, th is deformat ion leads to a sligh t swelling of
the polymer brush and significan t ly enhanced screening
of the surface-genera ted elect ro-osmot ic flow as compared
with undeformed brush condit ions. F ina lly, in sect ion 5
we summar ize our resu lt s and conclude the paper with
a discussion of the highligh ts and shor tcomings of our
approach as well as a few suggest ions for fu ture exper i-
menta l and theoret ica l studies.

2 Mode l and Notations
We consider uniformly charged polyelect rolytes of

degree of polymer iza t ion N end-grafted a t a number
density ! ! 1/d 2 on to a fla t charged sur face, and focus on
the case of h igh ionic st rengths where the th ickness of the
screening (Debye) layer !-1 is much smaller than both the
typica l size of a polymer and the distance between graft ing
sites d . In such high ionic st rength condit ions, electrosta t ic
in teract ions between monomers on a given polyelect rolyte
cha in are screened, so tha t an unper turbed polymer
behaves as a sta t ist ica l coil of typica l size R ! aN ", where
a is the Kuhn sta t ist ica l segment length (the effect ive
persistence length) and the scaling exponent " character-
izes the solvent qua lity ("= 3/5 in good solvent condit ions
and " = 1/2 in #-solvent condit ions).14 Two regimes are
immedia tely apparen t : the “mushroom”regime, !R 2, 1,
where grafted cha ins do not in teract (F igure 1a), and the
“brush” regime, !R 2 .1, where the grafted polymers are
st rongly over lapping and st retch away from the graft ing
sur face to avoid unfavorable monomer-monomer contacts
(F igure 1b). Grafted polymer layers (see reviews in refs
15 and 16) are soft st ructures tha t can st retch or t ilt in
response to applied forces or flows.17-23
We want to address the situa t ion where the sur face

and its grafted polymer layer are submit ted to a tangent ia l
elect r ic field E . The problem at hand is, in pr inciple, very
complex as it combines polymer dynamics and elect ro-
hydrodynamics. Therefore, we will adopt a simple scheme
recent ly put forward24,25 to eva lua te the resu lt ing layer
deformat ion and flow per turba t ion . This simple picture
is st r ict ly speaking valid in the limit of very thin polymers,
small Debye lengths, and weak sur face poten t ia ls, bu t
permits a reasonably easy fir st -order descr ipt ion of the
physics a t work. This approach is based on the classica l
st ra tegy of replacing the explicit descr ipt ion of coupled
elect ro-hydrodynamics by a problem of pure hydrody-
namics with slip boundary condit ions.2
Let us sta r t by consider ing the effect of an applied field

on the two components (sur face and grafted polymers)
taken separa tely, as sketched in Figure 2. Applica t ion of
the field a long the bare charged sur face resu lt s in a drag
on the nonneut ra l flu id in the th in Debye layer and thus
solvent flow (Figure 2a). Neglect ing the descr ipt ion of the
flow in th is th in layer , the resu lt is a macroscopic slip of
the flu id on the sur face a t a velocity V ) -µsE , where µs
is a mobility tha t is character ist ic of the sur face. In the
simplest picture, th is parameter is typica lly propor t iona l
to the sur face charge density and to the Debye length and
inversely propor t iona l to the flu id viscosity (see, e.g., refs
1 and 2). As a resu lt of th is slip, the ent ire flu id flows in
steady-sta te as a plug a t a velocity V )-µsE everywhere,
which is the classica l elect ro-osmot ic flow. Consider next
an una t tached polyelect rolyte in the elect r ic field E . This
cha in dr ift s in a free-dra in ing way at velocity µpE rela t ive
to the solvent . The polymer mobility µp is a loca l (mon-
omer ic) proper ty tha t does thus not depend on the degree
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Figure 1. A sketch of grafted polymers in (a ) the “mushroom”
regime (d . R ), where grafted cha ins do not in teract , and (b)
the “brush” regime (d ,R ), where the grafted polymers st retch
away from the graft ing surface to avoid unfavorable monomer-
monomer contacts.
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Scaling Theory of Harden et al.

µeff = µs − (µs − µp)(γR
2
G)

For thin Debye layer in the mushroom regime

µeff = µp + (µs − µp)

�
1

cosh(H/l)

�
For thin Debye layer in the brush regime

a grafted wall and consequent ly the elect rophoret ic
mobility of a par t icle on which polymers have been grafted
(provided the par t icle is la rge compared to the th ickness
of the coa t ing). Moreover , th is would facilit a te polymer
coverage est imates from elect rokinet ic da ta . We will
consider separa tely the limit s of low and high graft ing
density (Figure 1).
In sect ion 2, we reca ll classica l elements of elect ro-

hydrodynamics and use recent progress in the under -
standing of the behavior of charged polymers in elect r ic
fields to propose a ra ther simple model for the complex
problem at hand. In par t icu la r , our model reduces the
genera l problem of elect ro-osmot ic flow past a charged
sur face with grafted polyelect rolyte cha ins to the case of
neutra l chains grafted to a surface with an effect ive charge
density. Sect ion 3 descr ibes our ana lysis of polymers
gra fted to a fla t sur face a t low densit ies in which the
polymers may be treated on an individual (noninteract ing)
basis. In par t icu la r , we der ive the weak, in termedia te,
and st rong deformat ion regimes for the isola ted grafted
cha ins. We show tha t cha ins grafted a t low density give
r ise to screening of the elect ro-osmot ic flow genera ted by
the sur face. The magnitude of th is screening exhibit s
nonmonotonic dependence on the applied elect r ic field E ,
increasing rapidly with E near the onset of cha in
deformat ion , reaching a maximum value, and fina lly
decreasing to a pla teau va lue cor responding to fu lly
elonga ted grafted cha ins. In sect ion 4, we genera lize our
ana lysis to h igh graft ing densit ies (the brush regime),
where the layer is found to be much less complian t . For
weak elect r ic fields, the surface-genera ted elect ro-osmot ic
flow is exponent ia lly screened by the polymer brush . For
sufficien t ly st rong elect r ic fields, however , the cha ins
become deformed near the graft ing surface. In good solvent
condit ions, th is deformat ion leads to a sligh t swelling of
the polymer brush and significan t ly enhanced screening
of the surface-genera ted elect ro-osmot ic flow as compared
with undeformed brush condit ions. F ina lly, in sect ion 5
we summar ize our resu lt s and conclude the paper with
a discussion of the highligh ts and shor tcomings of our
approach as well as a few suggest ions for fu ture exper i-
menta l and theoret ica l studies.

2 Mode l and Notations
We consider uniformly charged polyelect rolytes of

degree of polymer iza t ion N end-grafted a t a number
density ! ! 1/d 2 on to a fla t charged sur face, and focus on
the case of h igh ionic st rengths where the th ickness of the
screening (Debye) layer !-1 is much smaller than both the
typica l size of a polymer and the distance between graft ing
sites d . In such high ionic st rength condit ions, electrosta t ic
in teract ions between monomers on a given polyelect rolyte
cha in are screened, so tha t an unper turbed polymer
behaves as a sta t ist ica l coil of typica l size R ! aN ", where
a is the Kuhn sta t ist ica l segment length (the effect ive
persistence length) and the scaling exponent " character-
izes the solvent qua lity ("= 3/5 in good solvent condit ions
and " = 1/2 in #-solvent condit ions).14 Two regimes are
immedia tely apparen t : the “mushroom”regime, !R 2, 1,
where grafted cha ins do not in teract (F igure 1a), and the
“brush” regime, !R 2 .1, where the grafted polymers are
st rongly over lapping and st retch away from the graft ing
sur face to avoid unfavorable monomer-monomer contacts
(F igure 1b). Grafted polymer layers (see reviews in refs
15 and 16) are soft st ructures tha t can st retch or t ilt in
response to applied forces or flows.17-23
We want to address the situa t ion where the sur face

and its grafted polymer layer are submit ted to a tangent ia l
elect r ic field E . The problem at hand is, in pr inciple, very
complex as it combines polymer dynamics and elect ro-
hydrodynamics. Therefore, we will adopt a simple scheme
recent ly put forward24,25 to eva lua te the resu lt ing layer
deformat ion and flow per turba t ion . This simple picture
is st r ict ly speaking valid in the limit of very thin polymers,
small Debye lengths, and weak sur face poten t ia ls, bu t
permits a reasonably easy fir st -order descr ipt ion of the
physics a t work. This approach is based on the classica l
st ra tegy of replacing the explicit descr ipt ion of coupled
elect ro-hydrodynamics by a problem of pure hydrody-
namics with slip boundary condit ions.2
Let us sta r t by consider ing the effect of an applied field

on the two components (sur face and grafted polymers)
taken separa tely, as sketched in Figure 2. Applica t ion of
the field a long the bare charged sur face resu lt s in a drag
on the nonneut ra l flu id in the th in Debye layer and thus
solvent flow (Figure 2a). Neglect ing the descr ipt ion of the
flow in th is th in layer , the resu lt is a macroscopic slip of
the flu id on the sur face a t a velocity V ) -µsE , where µs
is a mobility tha t is character ist ic of the sur face. In the
simplest picture, th is parameter is typica lly propor t iona l
to the sur face charge density and to the Debye length and
inversely propor t iona l to the flu id viscosity (see, e.g., refs
1 and 2). As a resu lt of th is slip, the ent ire flu id flows in
steady-sta te as a plug a t a velocity V )-µsE everywhere,
which is the classica l elect ro-osmot ic flow. Consider next
an una t tached polyelect rolyte in the elect r ic field E . This
cha in dr ift s in a free-dra in ing way at velocity µpE rela t ive
to the solvent . The polymer mobility µp is a loca l (mon-
omer ic) proper ty tha t does thus not depend on the degree
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Figure 1. A sketch of grafted polymers in (a ) the “mushroom”
regime (d . R ), where grafted cha ins do not in teract , and (b)
the “brush” regime (d ,R ), where the grafted polymers st retch
away from the graft ing surface to avoid unfavorable monomer-
monomer contacts.
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Scaling Theory of Harden et al.

H/l � 1 : µeff → µp

µeff = µs − (µs − µp)(γR
2
G)

For thin Debye layer in the mushroom regime

µeff = µp + (µs − µp)

�
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Scaling Theory of Harden et al.

Problem decomposition for low surface potentials:
• charged colloid + neutral grafted polymers
• neutral colloid + charges grafted polymers

H/l � 1 : µeff → µp

µeff = µs − (µs − µp)(γR
2
G)

For thin Debye layer in the mushroom regime

µeff = µp + (µs − µp)

�
1

cosh(H/l)

�
For thin Debye layer in the brush regime
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Characterization of the grafted polymer layer
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Characterization of the grafted polymer layer
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Charged Composite’s Mobility

Effect of the net charge:
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Charged Composite’s Mobility

Effect of the net charge:
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Charged  Composite’s Mobility
Effect of salt concentration:
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Charged  Composite’s Mobility
Effect of salt concentration:
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Mobility Reversal!

≈ 3

H ∼ 2R⊥
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Previously unreported mobility reversal!
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Summary and Outlook

• Neutral composites move under applied electric field
• Darcy-Brinkman’s equation explains this phenomenon
• Scaling theory of Harden et al. holds
• Mobility reversal of a charged composite in monovalent salt
• This can be used as a method to measure the salt concentration

• Good preliminary results for the comparison with the 
numerical calculations of Hill et al.
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Thank you for your attention!
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